
Hardening Oracle Net 11gR2 with Proxy and Reverse 
Proxy Connection Filtering



Introduction
 My name is…

 Pete Magee

 And you are…

 This presentation is…

 A “How To” guide on basic 
(and inexpensive) Oracle Net security



Introduction
 A business or organization can only be successful if its 

critical data is well managed and secure

 Tightly configured Oracle Net architectures which 
limit the direction and channels through which data 
flows can greatly reduce the exposure of application 
databases

 Using Connection Manager adds an extra layer of 
security to the database’s network architecture



What is a Proxy Server?
 A server (or software) that acts as an intermediary for 

requests from clients seeking resources from other 
servers

 Potential purposes of a proxy:

 To keep machines behind it anonymous

 To apply access policy to network services
or content

 To log / audit usage



Why Proxy Oracle Net?
 It allows me as a database administrator to enforce 

strong configuration controls on database 
communications

 Legitimate connections are documented via proxy rules

 Connection logs are consolidated

 I can easily monitor communications for any 
abnormalities or trends



What is Connection Manager?
 “Oracle Connection Manager is a multipurpose 

networking solution that offers increased scalability, 
multiprotocol connectivity and secure network access 
control. It offers the following features to Oracle 
network:

 Connection multiplexing, access control, source routing, 
multiprotocol support, firewall Proxy Support”

 In other words, it is a basic Oracle Net proxy service

 A standard feature of Oracle Enterprise Edition

 No extra licensing required!



How do we do this?

Define Architecture

Secure Each Layer

High Availability



Security Architecture
 Industry standard best practices for security should be 

enforced for your network and server operating 
systems

 Center for Internet Security (www.cisecurity.net)

 SANS (www.sans.org)

 General database hardening should also be performed

 Oracle Database Security Guide

 DISA Secure Technical Implementation Guides

 NSA Guidelines



Network Architecture



Layer 1: Database Server

Initialization Parameters

Oracle Listener Configuration

Oracle Advanced Security



Layer 1: Database Server:

Initialization Parameters
 SERVICE_NAMES

 Determines which service names are presented for 
public connections

 LOCAL_LISTENER

 Specifies Oracle Net listener on DB server

 REMOTE_LISTENER

 Specifies Oracle Net listener on RAC or Connection 
Manager

 Other Parameters



Layer 1: Database Server: Initialization Parameters:

SERVICE_NAMES
 Service names should be:

 Specific, platform independent, and fully qualified

 Use srvctl to add, remove, start, and stop services
# srvctl add service –d DBS01 –s sales.mydemo.net –r DBS01

# srvctl start service –d DBS01 –s sales.mydemo.net

# srvctl status service –d DBS01 –s sales.mydemo.net

Service sales.mydemo.net is running

# sqlplus /nolog

SQL*Plus: Release 11.2.0.2.0 Production on Tue Jan 25 11:33:29 2011

Copyright (c) 1982, 2010, Oracle.  All rights reserved.

SQL> conn / as sysdba

Connected.

SQL> show parameter service_names;

NAME                                 TYPE

------------------------------------ --------------------------------

VALUE

------------------------------

service_names string

hr.mydemo.net, acct.mydemo.net

, sales.mydemo.net



Layer 1: Database Server: Initialization Parameters: 

LOCAL_LISTENER
 Specified a name that resolves to an Oracle Net 

listener running on the database server

 A tnsnames.ora entry for a local listener might look 
like this:

 Set with ‘ALTER SYSTEM’ command

LOCAL_LISTENER = LISTENER_INTERNAL

LISTENER_INTERNAL =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 192.168.0.3)(PORT = 1521))

SQL> alter system set local_listener='LISTENER_INTERNAL' scope=both;



Layer 1: Database Server: Initialization Parameters: 

REMOTE_LISTENER
 Similar to LOCAL_LISTENER, but points to Oracle 

Net listener on a remote server

 Establishes a trust relationship between database 
server and connection manager



Layer 1: Database Server: Initialization Parameters: 

Other Important Parameters
 OS_AUTHENT_PREFIX

 Set to something other than ‘ops$’

 These should all be ‘FALSE’:

 OS_ROLES

 REMOTE_OS_AUTHENT

 REMOTE_OS_ROLES



Layer 1: Database Server:

Oracle Net Listener
 The means by which Oracle accepts network 

connections from remote clients

 The last line of network defense for the database 
server

 Default security is not very restrictive

 How to

 Restrict network interfaces

 Validate IP addresses

 Restrict functionality



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener:

Default Configuration
 The default listener configuration in the listener.ora 

file looks something like the following:

 Once started, a quick check of the port 1521 reveals 
that the service is listening on all interfaces, as 
indicated by the “*:1521” in the fourth column:

LISTENER =

(DESCRIPTION_LIST =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

)

$ netstat -a | grep 1521

tcp        0      0 *:1521                 *:*                    LISTEN



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener: 

Restricting Interfaces
 Reconfiguring the HOST parameter in the listener.ora 

file will restrict the listener to accepting connections 
only on a particular IP address

 A recheck of the port after the listener is restarted 
shows that the service is now only available on the 
interface I want

LISTENER_INTERNAL =

(DESCRIPTION_LIST =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 192.168.0.3)(PORT = 1521))

)

)

$ netstat -a | grep 1521

tcp 0      0 dbs01-int.mydemo.com:1521            *:*              LISTEN



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener: 

GI Interfaces in 11.2.0.2
 New listener configuration control needs configured 

before interface restriction will work

# crsctl stat res ora.LISTENER.lsnr -p

NAME=ora.LISTENER.lsnr

TYPE=ora.listener.type

…

ENDPOINTS=TCP:1521

…

# crsctl modify resource ora.LISTENER.lsnr -attr "ENDPOINTS="

# srvctl stop listener –l LISTENER

# srvctl start listener –l LISTENER

# crsctl stat res ora.LISTENER.lsnr -p

NAME=ora.LISTENER.lsnr

TYPE=ora.listener.type

…

ENDPOINTS=

…



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener: 

Valid Node Checking
 Limit the acceptable client list by adding a few lines to 

the server’s sqlnet.ora file, as follows:

 Each approved client IP must be explicitly defined – no 
wildcards or netmask notations

 Works when number of acceptable clients is small and 
static

# Configure TNS firewall to loopback and local IP address only

TCP.VALIDNODE_CHECKING = YES

TCP.EXCLUDED_NODES = (*.*.*.*)

TCP.INVITED_NODES = (127.0.0.1, 192.168.0.2, 192.168.0.3)



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener: 

Listener Best Practices
 Listener.ora

 ADMIN_RESTRICTIONS_ name = ON

 Sqlnet.ora

 SQLNET.ALLOWED_LOGIN_VERSION = xx

 SQLNET.INBOUND_CONNECT_TIMEOUT = xx



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener: 

Listener Status
$ lsnrctl status listener

LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 11.2.0.2.0 - Production on 25-JAN-2011 09:53:06

Copyright (c) 1991, 2010, Oracle.  All rights reserved.

Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=192.168.0.3)(PORT=1521)))

STATUS of the LISTENER

------------------------

Alias                     LISTENER

Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 11.2.0.2.0 - Production

Start Date                25-JAN-2011 10:35:41

Uptime                    35 days 0 hr. 17 min. 25 sec

Trace Level               off

Security                  ON: Password or Local OS Authentication

SNMP                      ON

Listener Parameter File   /opt/oracle/db/network/admin/listener.ora

Listener Log File         /opt/oracle/db/network/log/oratns.log

Listening Endpoints Summary...

(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=192.168.0.3)(PORT=1521)))

Services Summary...

Service “acct.mydemo.net" has 1 instance(s).

Instance "DBS01", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...

Service “hr.mydemo.net" has 1 instance(s).

Instance "DBS01", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...

Service "sales.mydemo.net" has 1 instance(s).

Instance "DBS01", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...

Service "DBS01.mydemo.net" has 1 instance(s).

Instance "DBS01", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...

Service "DBS01_XPT.mydemo.net" has 1 instance(s).

Instance "DBS01", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...

The command completed successfully



Layer 1: Database Server: Oracle Net Listener: 

Oracle Advanced Security
 A separately licensed option for Oracle Database 

Server

 Provides strong user authentication and allows all 
database network traffic to be encrypted

 For configuration options, including strong user 
authentication and encryption using PKI certificates, 
read the Oracle Database Advanced Security 
Administrator Guide



Network Architecture



Layer 2: Connection Manager

• Where do I get it?Installation

• Where do I put it?Architecture

• What do I do with it?cman.ora

• What does it show me?Logging



Layer 2: Connection Manager:

Installation
 Pre-11gR2, CM is packaged with Oracle Server

 With 11gR2, CM is packaged with the Oracle Client

 Perform a “custom” or “advanced” install with these 
options:

 Oracle Connection Manager

 Oracle Listener

 Oracle Net Services

 Oracle OCI

 SQL*Plus (for testing)



Layer 2: Connection Manager:

Architecture
 Very low resource requirements

 Installation on dedicated server is preferable

 VMWare works great!

 Installation on shared server also works

 Use different software owner account

 Use different port number than database “local” listener



Layer 2: Connection Manager: cman.ora:

Basic Configuration
 Defines network address and port number

 Configure to listen on all network interfaces so we can 
also proxy outbound communications

cman_demo=

(configuration=

(address=(protocol=tcp)(host=)(port=1521))

(rule_list=

…

)

(parameter_list=

…

)

)



Layer 2: Connection Manager: cman.ora:

Rules List
 Defines authorized connections

(rule_list=

# INBOUND RULES

# = Application Server 1

(rule=(src=172.16.0.1)(dst=192.168.0.3)(srv=sales.mydemo.net)(act=accept))

# = DBA workstations

(rule=(src=172.16.1.0/24)(dst=*)(srv=*)(act=accept))

#

# OUTBOUND RULES

# = Remote DB Server

(rule=(src=192.168.0.3)(dst=172.16.1.3)(srv=remote.mydemo.net)(act=accept))

#

# Local Connections

(rule=(src=172.16.0.3)(dst=127.0.0.1)(srv=*)(act=accept))

(rule=(src=cnx01)(dst=127.0.0.1)(srv=cmon)(act=accept))

(rule=(src=cnx01-int)(dst=127.0.0.1)(srv=cmon)(act=accept))

#

# All other source IPs

(rule=(src=*)(dst=*)(srv=*)(act=drop))

)



Layer 2: Connection Manager: cman.ora:

Parameter List
 Defines other configuration options

 Control connection timeouts

 Set logging level

 Allow or disallow remote administration

 Use the cmctl utility to set a password

(parameter_list=

(inbound_connection_timeout=60)

(outbound_connection_timeout=60)

(log_level=admin)

(remote_admin=no)

)



Layer 2: Connection Manager:

Logging
 Connection Manager and Database Listener both produce log 

files with valuable information

 Client network address and client OS username
 Target database
 Error number

 Use shell scripts or 3rd party tools to monitor logs for events or 
trends

25-JAN-2011 15:32:12 * service_update * cman * 0

25-JAN-2011 15:33:14 * (CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=svc1.mydemo.net)) 

(CID=(PROGRAM=C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllhost.exe)(HOST=APP01)(USER=srvcapp))) * 

(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=192.168.0.1)(PORT=1358)) * establish * svc1.mydemo.net * 0

25-JAN-2011 15:33:14 * (CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=svc1.mydemo.net)) 

(CID=(PROGRAM=C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllhost.exe)(HOST=APP01)(USER=srvcapp))) * 

(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=192.168.0.1)(PORT=1359)) * establish * svc1.mydemo.net * 0

25-JAN-2011 15:33:19 * (CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=svc2.mydemo.net)) 

(CID=(PROGRAM=C:\WINDOWS\system32\dllhost.exe)(HOST=APP01)(USER=srvcapp))) * 

(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=192.168.0.1)(PORT=1361)) * establish * svc2.mydemo.net * 12529



Network Architecture



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients

OCI Client

JDBC OCI Client

JDBC Thin Client

Command-line Tools



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients:

OCI Client
 The “thick” client that provides complete API library of 

Oracle commands

 Allows use of strong encryption and authentication

 Resolves network addresses using tnsnames.ora
DBS01 =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = sales.mydemo.net)

)

)



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients:

OCI Client
 Addition of Connection Manager requires update to 

tnsnames.ora

 If configured as a Remote Listener, substitute the 
Connection Manager hostname

DBS01 =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = sales.mydemo.net)

)

)



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients:

OCI Client
 If CM is not configured as a Remote Listener, use 

SOURCE_ROUTE setting

 Make sure that Connection Manager can resolve internal 
hostname of the Database Server

 Internal hostnames should not be listed in public DNS

DBS01 =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(SOURCE_ROUTE = on)

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01-int.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = sales.mydemo.net)

)

)



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients:

JDBC Clients
 JDBC OCI

 Adds JDBC interface to standard OCI client

 JDBC-Thin

 Establishes direct connection using Java sockets

 Uses “thin” version of Oracle Net, lacks full features

 ORACLE_SID and SERVICE_NAME are not interchangeable

jdbc:oracle:oci:@DBS01

jdbc:oracle:thin:@dbs01.mydemo.net:1521:DBS01 (using ORACLE_SID)

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//dbs01.mydemo.net:1521/sales.mydemo.net (using SERVICE_NAME)



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients: JDBC Clients:

JDBC Thin
 When using Connection Manager:

 Switch to JDBC-Thick client if possible, or….

 Modify JDBC URL, or…

 Modify Connection Manager rules

jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST= 

cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT=1521)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=sales.mydemo.net)))

# INBOUND RULES

# = Application Server 1

(rule=(src=172.16.0.1)(dst=192.168.0.3)(srv=*)(act=accept))



Layer 3/5: Remote Clients:

Command-line Tools
 Principle of Least Privilege

 Applies to installed software as much as user 
permissions

 Avoid installation of ad-hoc query or command-line 
tools whenever possible

 Client Workstations

 Application Servers

 Connection Managers



Network Architecture



Layer 4: Firewall
 Provides a protective layer of filtering over the entire 

network

Connection

Manager

Firewall 2

Application

Servers

Firewall 1
Web Client

TNS:1521

HTTPS:443 HTTPS:443

HTTPS:443

TNS:1521

Database

Server

Application Enclave

User’s Enclave



Layer 4: Firewall:

Oracle Net Traffic
 Should only be allowed to and from the Connection 

Manager

Connection

Manager

Firewall 2

Application

Servers

Firewall 1

Oracle Net

Client

TNS:1521 TNS:1521

TNS:1521

TNS:1521

TNS:1521

Database

Server

Application Enclave

Remote DB Enclave

Remote

Database

Server

TNS:1521

Firewall 3

TNS:1521

User’s Enclave



High Availability

Avoid single points of failure

• Cluster the database with Oracle RAC

• Application server clusters

• Network load balancing

Connection Manager?



High Availability:

Stand-Alone Database
 Independent parallel 

Connection Managers

 REMOTE_LISTENER 
setting is configured

DBS01 =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(LOAD_BALANCE = on)

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx02.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = sales.mydemo.net)

)

)

LISTENERS_PUBLIC =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx02.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)



High Availability:

Stand-Alone Database
 No REMOTE_LISTENER setting

DBS01 =

(DESCRIPTION_LIST =

(LOAD_BALANCE = on)

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(SOURCE_ROUTE = on)

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01-int.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = srv1.mydemo.net)

)

)

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(SOURCE_ROUTE = on)

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx02.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01-int.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = srv1.mydemo.net)

)

)

)



High Availability:

RAC Database
 New SCAN hostname 

and IP address pool with 
11gR2

 Default remote_listener
setting points to the 
SCAN hostname

RAC SCAN

IP Address

RAC 1

RAC 2

Application

Server

REMOTE_LISTENER = (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=dbs01-scan.mydemo.net)(PORT=1521))

DBS01_SCAN =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01-scan.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = sales.mydemo.net)

)

)



High Availability:

RAC Database
 Add Connection Managers to 

REMOTE_LISTENER listing

LISTENERS_PUBLIC =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = dbs01-scan.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx02.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

RAC SCAN

IP Address

RAC 1 RAC 2

Connection

Manager 1

Connection

Manager 2

Application

Server

DBS01 =

(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST =

(LOAD_BALANCE = on)

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx01.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = cnx02.mydemo.net)(PORT = 1521))

)

(CONNECT_DATA =

(SERVICE_NAME = sales.mydemo.net)

)

)



Conclusion
 Implementation of Connection Manager allows me to

 Enforce configuration management standards and 
documentation

 Control direction and paths and through which data 
moves

 Obfuscate my network configuration

 Consolidate monitoring for Oracle Net traffic

 Connection Manager is an important part of a well 
managed Oracle Net architecture



Questions?



Source Material
 White paper “Deploying an Oracle Connection Manager: 

Hardening Oracle Net 11gR2 with Proxy and Reverse Proxy 
Connection Filtering” is available at:

http://www.linkedin.com/in/pmdba
in the “Oracle Communities” folder

http://communities.oracle.com 
in the “Database Networking” community

 Slides are available at http://www.linkedin.com/in/pmdba 
in the “Dayton Oracle Users Group” folder
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